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Hopeless Magic A Reverse Harem Series The Hopeless Series Book 1
Poppy is nothing special. She was making ends meet and trying to enjoy life. But a strange necklace caught her eye at the thrift store. Now, three gorgeous men have stumbled into her life, and she's torn between being terrified and excited. That is until they tell her she is the future queen of the Underworld. Not only
that, but she needs to bond with her hellhounds, the three heads of Cerberus, and protect the Underworld from a goddess who wants it for herself. Forced to face unnatural enemies, and too-sexy-for-their-own-good men, Poppy must choose: keep the life she's always had or take her rightful place as queen. If she
survives.
War is hell. A war built from reckless fae magic is total annihilation.Even the gods are turning their backs on the dwindling race of mortals. But Kara and her friends refuse to let the world crumble without a fight.An unlikely friend offers them one thing. The mysterious gift might be their last hope.There will be
destruction. There will be bloodshed. There will be death.Kara must decide what she's willing to lose to save the ones she loves.
The Wild Hunt is determined to save Violence.Too bad she doesn't intend to be saved.The imprisonment she's kept in is tearing away at her magic as well as her sanity. When help does arrive, will she even recognize it?She'll destroy the king and his reckless magic.Unless he destroys her first.
The fae world isn't fueled by magic. It's fueled by fear.The Hopeless realm isn't at all what Zakara expected it to be. And neither is she. The powers of the Eminence are hard to harness and she needs them now more than ever.Survival of the human world suddenly depends on her.But more dangers lurk in the realm
than they realize.This is a reverse harem series, recommended for readers 18 and over.
Hate Me Like You Do
The Brain That Changes Itself
Hearts at War
Signs of Cupidity
Term One
A Paranormal Omegaverse Reverse Harem Romance
Night Shifter
There's a dark secret inside of me. A monster clawing to get out.I was thrown out of the fae world because of it. But I'm back now. Three brooding demons and a sinful incubus returned me to my sweet little homeland. And I'll finish what I started all those years ago.Sure, maybe my delicate fae
features are twisting into spiraling horns and demonic eyes, but that won't stop me from righting my wrongs.The Queen of Hell might possess my body but the deadly vengeance in my blood is my own. The Prince will die by my hand for what he's done.All I have to do is make sure the creature at
the back of my mind doesn't kill me first.Hellish Fae is book one of a sexy reverse harem series featuring creatures of heaven, hell, and all the dark fae realms in between. This book contains MFM and MMF themes intended for readers 18 and over.Reading orderHellish FaeSinless Demons Releasing Jan 30Book3 - TBA
“Fascinating. Doidge’s book is a remarkable and hopeful portrait of the endless adaptability of the human brain.”—Oliver Sacks, MD, author of The Man Who Mistook His Wife for a Hat What is neuroplasticity? Is it possible to change your brain? Norman Doidge’s inspiring guide to the new brain
science explains all of this and more An astonishing new science called neuroplasticity is overthrowing the centuries-old notion that the human brain is immutable, and proving that it is, in fact, possible to change your brain. Psychoanalyst, Norman Doidge, M.D., traveled the country to meet
both the brilliant scientists championing neuroplasticity, its healing powers, and the people whose lives they’ve transformed—people whose mental limitations, brain damage or brain trauma were seen as unalterable. We see a woman born with half a brain that rewired itself to work as a whole,
blind people who learn to see, learning disorders cured, IQs raised, aging brains rejuvenated, stroke patients learning to speak, children with cerebral palsy learning to move with more grace, depression and anxiety disorders successfully treated, and lifelong character traits changed. Using
these marvelous stories to probe mysteries of the body, emotion, love, sex, culture, and education, Dr. Doidge has written an immensely moving, inspiring book that will permanently alter the way we look at our brains, human nature, and human potential.
"I have two weeks to protect myself from three horny, blackmailing vampires and their fangs."If I don't obey them, the Stryx brothers will unleash my terrible secret.A secret that will get me executed. Or worse.Nero, Dante, and Raphael have trapped me right where they want: Kneeling at their
gorgeous feet, their unwilling slave. They have my body, my obedience, and now they want my blood. How long before I stop resisting their seductive games?I must awaken my magic and fend them off before their kisses turn deadly. Ensnared is book two of a reverse harem PNR academy bully romance
series. It contains cursing, dark themes, and sexual situations.
My blood is their salvation... and my ruin. For years, the monsters who killed my family have held me in a cage. Brutalized and half-starved. Only kept alive so they can steal my blood. Until one evening when four eerily gorgeous men break me out of my prison. They give me a soft bed and
delicious food. They say they'll protect me-but their generosity may come at a price. My rescuers are monsters like my captors: fae who shift into wolves. A curse gripping the faerie realm turns them wild under the full moon. Only my blood can cure their rage. These fearsome men need me, and
not just to lift the curse. A tragedy left them outcasts, and offering me to their rulers could win them back the home and the power they lost. No matter how kindly they treat me, no matter how their smoldering eyes and strong hands stir unfamiliar desires in both my body and my heart, their
castle is just another prison. As long as I'm a prize more than a person, my life will never be my own. I've survived this long without giving up. I won't roll over now. But how can one damaged human girl hold her own against the savage fae? *Captive of Wolves is the first in a new paranormal
romance saga featuring possessive wolf shifters, fraught fae politics, and a wounded heroine coming into her own. Grab it now and get swept away in the fantasy!*
A Reverse Harem Series
Omega Phoenix: Claimed (Her Shifter Harem’s Babies 1)
A Reverse Harem Romance
Daughter of Persephone
Wolf Shunned
Gamer Girl
Unchained Magic
My name is Karma...and yes, it's my job too.Since I was eighteen, I have used my powers to deliver karma to those in need like my other family does. Only they are much better at it. I deliver much needed karma to both good and bad humans, but mainly the bad as it's more fun. The only rule of the job? Don't talk to
the other gods, especially not the powerful ones, and definitely don't accidentally kill one of them... Whoops.Now the twin gods of justice are after me, and not even my family can save me now.If I'm caught, it will be a one-way ticket pass to the gods' correctional prison. It's a place where more than mere gods are
locked up and no one ever escapes.Even gods can't escape their fate...but they sure can try to run. 17+ RH
What's more powerful than magic?Revenge.King Tristan wasn't prepared for a prisoner quite like Zakara Storm. The three beautiful fae men led her to her imprisonment and it's hard to see who is friend and who is foe in the dangerous and destructive kingdom.A savior is all the humans want. Freedom is what the fae seek.
Survival is all Zakara knows.She'll survive, even if she has to watch the whole world burn to ash.
They pushed too far. The demented Hatter and all of his minions can test me all they like, but they just crossed a line.Alixx Stone. That's my line. Screw with my life all you like but don't threaten my men.The problem is, even if I save my friends, it won't be enough. There's an entire Kingdom who have been hurt by
one man's selfishness. Elder Liddell's dark secrets are endless and now he's dragged me into his twisted past.My own flesh and blood did this.And I'm starting to realize, I'm just as destructive as he is.This is a Reverse Harem series, recommended for readers 18 and over.Reading OrderInto the MadnessWithin the
WonderUnder the Lies
It's never a good combo to be broke and desperate. You do stupid things. Like accidentally sign your soul over to Hell.When I interviewed for a new security job, I didn't bat an eye that it was for a literal graveyard shift...headstones and all. I mean, at the hourly rate they were offering, who cares? I got
this.Turns out, I'm not guarding a graveyard like I thought. It seems I've just walked my broke ass into protecting a Gate to Hell. Yeah...I don't got this. Now I'm stuck in a terrifying new reality: a group of hot demons who act like I can solve all their problems, and a battle between good, evil, and balance.This
will seriously teach me to read the fine print on Help Wanted ads. Good thing this job comes with a scythe. Maybe I can use it to stop them from dragging my ass into Hell.
Ensnared
Rose
Guardians of the Fae
A Fantasy Reverse Harem Story
A Rejected Mates Paranormal Romance
A Name Like Karma: A Urban Fantasy Reverse Harem Romance
A Forbidden Fated Mates Reverse Harem Series

Maddy's life couldn't get much worse. Her parents split and now she's stuck in a small town and at a new school. Most of the time, she retreats into her manga art, but when she gets into the Fields of Fantasy online computer game, she knows she's found the one place she can be herself. In the game world, Maddy can be the beautiful and magical Allora and have a virtually perfect life. And she even finds a little romance. But can Maddy
escape her real-life problems altogether, or will she have to find a way to make her real world just as amazing as her virtual one?
If life really was a fairy tale, Zakara would never be the damsel in distress. She'd be a thief, and Prince Charming wouldn't have a clue how to steal the heart of the conniving criminal.Zakara saves not one, but three men locked inside the tallest tower. Her first instinct is to ditch them as soon as possible, but they have one thing that intrigues her more than wealth:Magic.Fae magic once ruled the world, until it disappeared without a trace.
Only myths of the magic wielders linger in their destroyed society.The three prisoners claim to be fae, but she doesn't trust them.She doesn't trust anyone.Can Prince Ryder convince the pretty thief to lead them to the Hopeless City? Or will she kill him before they even arrive?This is a reverse harem serial recommended for readers 18 and over.
Everyone wants me dead.The hunters. The angels. They all see me as a threat.And the thing is... I am.These jerks have been running things for too long. Abusing their power and playing with humans like broken toys.But all that is over. I still don't know what I am. I still don't know what I'm capable of. But with my three sexy demons at my side, our enemies better be scared.Because I'm coming for them.UNCHAINED MAGIC is a
steamy paranormal reverse harem romance. It has sexy demons, a tough demon hunter, and a mysterious enemy. But be warned, this book might make you wish for possessive demons of your own. (This book was previously released as Cursed Hunter.)
Welcome to the Nightworld Academy, attended by vampires, shifters, and witches. A place filled with harmony and mutual respect between the supernatural races. Sometimes. I'm told my curse is a gift. A valuable one that could cost me my life. My visions of the future are weird, but my new school is weirder. All lessons take place in the evening and the majority of students are on an advanced program where they take extra classes late
into the night. I enrolled at the academy because my last school expelled me for punching another student. Nobody believed that I knocked Tyler unconscious to stop somebody else dying. But why would they believe the crazy girl? I expected to meet other troubled teens here, but the pupils are predictable for an English boarding school. There's Ash, the rugby team captain and the academy's most popular guy. Then there's Andrei, the
moody guy with a bad attitude who takes pleasure in annoying me. And Jamie who's studious and friendly but intense. I thought I had the academy figured out: the mean girl, the quirky friend, the nerd, the emo, and the jock. But on the evening I swear allegiance to my new school house, everything spins out of control and I realise I'm dealing with more. Much more. One of us will die, and I know who. Term One is the first in this new
upper YA/NA series of magic academy books. The main characters are eighteen and older and this is a slow burn RH. As the series is set at a school in England, the books are written in British English. Scroll up and preorder now to be one of the first to read this gripping new series filled with magic, mystery and romance from USA Today bestselling author LJ Swallow.
Fortune Academy
A Standalone Paranormal Reverse Harem Romance
Hopeless Sacrifice
A Reverse Harem Paranormal Academy Bully Romance
Sleepless Beauties
Pack Darling Part One
Betrayal of Hearts
Rose is a gorgeous, plus sized heroine who is about to get mixed up in a whole 'nother world!Rose has a night job at Vee, the hottest nightclub in Silver Springs. It gives her freedom, endless free drinks, and best of all... access to three oh so sexy bar owners who are not what they seem. Rose's new bosses have a dark and dangerous secret... and a big, beautiful human like rose is completely off limits. But one magical pumpkin
spice latte later, Rose's whole world is flipped upside down.Rose is a standalone paranormal reverse harem novella. It's part of the Jewels Cafe shared universe.Scroll up to read this funny, quirky romance today.
Hopeless Sacrifice
Magic Bonded is the second book in this dystopian romance series. This action-packed, heart-wrenching ride gives you a kickass heroine, three irresistible shifters, a steamy romance with no choosing required, and evil enemies like you've never seen before in each book. I’m captured by dragon shifters. They say I’m their fated mate. If they discover I’m magical, I’ll be put to death. I reject them, but they don’t take no for an
answer. It doesn’t matter how they soften my heart or make my body sing. The rule of The Six is absolute. If I don’t keep my secret, then Drisella will kill them. I can’t let that happen. I have to get back to the wolf shifters who’ve protected me all my life. I’ve learned what The Six are planning to do and I must warn them. Ancient Fae magic has awoken inside me. A little piece of the fabled Fae King’s grimoire demands to be let loose
and I can’t control it. The secret of my past is remembered. A decades long plan has started that the parents I never knew died for. The Six are coming for us. My dragon mates are in danger. I must control the untameable magic locked inside me and take down the most powerful beings to ever have lived.
One halfling female. Four Guardians. A dark secret that could destroy everything.Paranormal detective Eve Carter knows things. She's always had uncanny gut instincts. When a run of supernatural murders take place, Eve thinks she may be the only one who can save her once idyllic hometown from the dark threat. What she doesn't expect is four sexy Fae warriors to save her from a vampire attack. Guardians Noah, Tyler, Jacob
and Cole have spent centuries protecting the Fae, so when there is a breach of the veil between the realms, they are ordered to investigate the disturbance. But what they find is something no one ever expected. A halfling, a human with the gift of the Fae. Eve has vowed to put an end to those who are committing the murders, and persuades the warriors to become her protectors. But as the Fae males try to shield Eve from the
dark forces moving against her, they slowly begin to realize that the real horror might not be those who are committing the murders . . . but Eve herself.
Magic Bonded
Stealing Candy
Cultivation Online
The Dark Truth
Within the Wonder
Bonds of Cupidity
Falling Into Chaos

Bend me.Break me.Reject me.The vampires of Crimson City will use me in any way they can to deceive their council from the mysterious murders staining their hands. They need me. But that will never mean they want me. A human. They say I'm beneath them. A weakness. A
disgrace. A prey to be hunted.If I'm so weak, why did the mating mark choose me for not one but two of their kind?If I'm so unbearably fragile, how did I steal the heart of the demon prince they keep locked away like a dirty little secret?And if I'm a prey to be
hunted...Then why are they so afraid of this pretty little human now?This is book one of a biting, thirst trap of a reverse harem vampire series, recommended for readers 18 and over. Wolves, Vampires, Demons and Humans will love to hate one another in the best possible
way. If rejected mates, bully, or brutal enemies to lovers doesn't make your heart race wild, then this series isn't for you.Reading OrderSleepless BeautiesHeartless Monsters
Rina Nelle Mont has never been a part of the paranormal world. Until now. Well, maybe not. The Magical Creatures Academy only accepts supernaturals, and she's been invited to the school, but she has none of the powers she's supposed to. Blip. Nada. Not even a spark. The
school hasn't made a mistake in a century, but she might be the first one. That's just the kind of thing that would happen to her. Especially since no one has any idea what kind of creature she'll be ... assuming her powers ever decide to make an appearance. The Academy is
the leading institution for paranormal creatures in the world. Its students are the finest of shifters, vampires, and fae. Speaking of fine fae ... Leander Verion, prince of the elves, is off limits. Not only is he arrogant, stubborn, and totally not her style, he's her
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brother's best friend. She will not fall for him. No way. Besides, he's not interested ... is he? When two men who head the Shifter Alliance, a rebel faction of shapeshifters who seek to escape the control of the Enforcers--the supernatural police force--find out about
Rina and her potential for a different kind of magic, they hunt her. For them, the stakes are as personal as they get. Whether she's ready or not, Rina is about to find out what she's made of...
Cyra, a rare Omega phoenix shifter, has had a rough week, to say the least. First, two playboy Alphas, a hydra and a griffin, start showing up at the cafe she works at. Their teasing making her all hot and bothered, no matter how much she tries to ignore them. And then she
accidentally accepts to play a princess at a spoiled shifter kid’s birthday party, where her crappy old car promptly breaks down. Luckily, or maybe she’s just cursed, a cerberus and a centaur Alpha are there to save the day and give her a ride home. For years, Cyra has
managed to hide herself from other shifters, pretending she’s human. Because she doesn’t want her parents to marry her off to a rich asshole Alpha for money and status or to be kidnapped and bred like some other rare Omega shifters. She wants her freedom, to be able to
make her own choices, and both of those things are taken away the moment she’s mated. Once she’s claimed by an Alpha, she’ll become that Alpha’s property, and she refuses to live like that. But now everything she’s worked so hard for is falling apart around her. Money is
tight, and with her crappy car constantly needing repairs, she won’t be able to afford the medication she needs to stay hidden from shifters, especially with the mating season only weeks away. So she makes a reckless decision and takes the cerberus and the centaur up on
their offer to be their date to the yearly Night Gala, an exclusive shifter event for bachelor Alphas, Betas and Omegas, though it’s not uncommon for humans to attend too, as ‘dates’ or serving staff. Their offer is too tempting, one night of boring chats while looking
pretty, and all her money problems will be solved. That is, until the hydra and griffin Alphas also appear at the Night Gala and everything goes to hell… This is the first book in the Her Shifter Harem’s Babies series, a paranormal Omegaverse reverse harem #WhyChoose
story. This book may include any of these elements: steamy scenes, ‘I need tissues NOW’ moments, cries of ‘why, oh, why’ and cliffhangers that make you bite your nails (and curse the author). ??This story includes MF and MM scenes.
You'd think that basically being in charge of love would be an epic job, right? Wrong. Sure, I can blow some Lust into people's faces and watch the show, but I can't actually participate. It gets old, trust me. Same goes for love. I can pass it out like sugar-free
lollipops at a dentist's office, but I can't get any love for myself. It totally sucks. I used to consider myself a hopeless romantic, so why wouldn't I choose to become a cupid? Sounds like a good idea, right? Wrong again. They don't call us stupid cupids for nothing. I'm
stuck in this never-ending afterlife where I'm invisible, lonely, and bitter as hell. And yeah, I'm probably responsible for some terrible matchmaking out there. Sorry, not sorry. All my bad cupid'ing might be why I was exiled from the human realm. You can only do so much
before the cupid bosses get all huffy. Unfortunately, my bitterness carried over into the new realm, and then I attacked a fae prince with Love Arrows. Accidentally. Okay, not accidentally. But hey, he deserved it. What I didn't expect was for him to retaliate and hit my
ass with some crazy magic mojo strong enough to push me into the physical realm. Whoa. That's right. This cupid just got a real body. And you know what that means...Now, it's my turn to get some. Love, I mean. Get your head out of the gutter. Wink, wink bitches. Author's
Note: This is a medium-burn reverse harem story. It includes explicit language and sexual situations. Intended for audiences 18 years and older. As this is a series, there will be a cliffhanger.
A Reverse Harem Alice in Wonderland Story
Magical Creatures Academy 1
A Reverse Harem Tale
Hopeless Realm
Darkness Consuming
Hopeless Kingdom
Reverse Harem Dragon Shifter Paranormal Romance
It's amazing to be a dominant wolf... if you're male.When you're a nineteen year-old girl who can beat the crap out of every wolf in your pack, suddenly it's not so great. Love isn't everything, I know; but even the most powerful she-wolf submits to her mate. If you can't
be dominated, you can't be mated. And an unmated wolf has no place in the pack. My one hope is the clan gathering in the Blackwood Fortress. Every wolf in the continent attends, and a few seriously sexy wolves catch my eye. I'm bound to find at least one who can match me,
right?Then there's my other problem: My alpha is a grade-A jerk. After treating me like a genetic freak my whole life, he suddenly decides to stake a claim. But I can't refuse the challenge, and my wolf won't back down. Either I submit to the alpha and become mated to his
skeezy pelt, or I win the challenge and my freedom... by taking his place as alpha. Only no one has ever heard of a female alpha, and if I become one, I'll never find a mate.Wolf Shunned is the first book in The Alpha Queen Legacy, featuring a badass heroine, a dark
fantasy world, and loads of sexy wolf shifters. Be warned: This is a slow burn, why choose romance. Once you pick this story up, you won't be able to stop devouring it until the very last page.The Alpha Queen Legacy will be four delicious novels.Anticipated release dates:
Wolf Shunned: January 2021Pack Claimed: March 2021Queen Crowned: May 2021Legacy Fulfilled: July 2021
What happens when the woman you're pretending to be stares you down face to face?Things get awkward.And deadly.In Wonderland, there can only be one Alice. A series of absurd trials and dangerous games are the only way to solve who is the real Alice and who is the fake.If I
win, I'll have the power to save two kingdoms. If I lose, it'll be more than just the Hatter who's lethally mad.Fake it till you make it, right?Let the Alice Trials begin. Welcome to Wonderland, bitches.This is a reverse harem series recommended for readers 18 and
over.Series order:Into the Madness - Currently available Within the Wonder - Releasing July 9, 2019Under the Lies - Scheduled August of 2019
After surviving childhood at the snooty, stuck-up boarding school for budding omegas, I have everyone convinced I'm a dud. My awakening? Never gonna happen. Heat, mates, and a fairytale pack life? Maybe next reincarnation. All I want is to be left alone. I'm invisible,
headed to a blissful solo future until the Wyvern Pack destroys my dream of independence. Atlas, Hunter, Finn, Jett, and Orion are poison candy. They don't want an omega, but they need one, even if there'll never be a real spot for me in their pack. Who needs a pack? I'll
keep myself safe, same as always. I'll never awaken, and I'll never ever give the Wyverns my heart... Because all they'll do is rip me apart. ? Burn: Slow ? Heat: Med/High (spicy MM + MMMMM scenes) ? Warning: Contains MM content, frequent cursing, and references to past
assault that may be disturbing. Author not responsible for ugly crying.
I never expected my life to go up in literal hellfire.The Dark Moon should be the best night of my life as a shifter. Instead, my sweet little house cat just combusted into flames in the middle of my bedroom, my tormenting alpha says he's my mate, and three hellish men
just blazed into my life like sinful gods.It's fine. Everything's fine. No big deal.Except rejecting the alpha who's determined to make me his whore ends worse than I ever could have imagined...With nowhere left to run, I'm forced to acknowledge the gorgeous existence of
the three dark stalkers hunting me. They offer me something I can't ignore: protection in the realm of Hell... as well as answers about my past.My magic and my wolf grow stronger, fiercer, and deadlier in their presence. She settles right in with this murderous pack of
misfits.But I'll never trust them.Because the four of us together are like fire and gasoline.And in the end, we'll all go up in flames.Reading NoteHell Kissed is a sinfully sexy reverse harem featuring a badass heroine, drool worthy heroes, and an epic journey that'll take
you straight to Hell and back!Recommended for readers 18 and over.READING ORDERHell KissedFire KissedSoul Kissed
Spiteful Creatures
Stories of Personal Triumph from the Frontiers of Brain Science
Nightworld Academy
Dual Cultivation
Under the Lies
Cruel Magic
I found my five Virtues... but they didn't want to be found. Talk about reluctant. My five Virtues all need to be taught a lesson, even Kaito, my mentor who thinks he knows everything-FYI, he doesn't. Hendrik, a dark mage who thinks he's still pulling the strings. Logan, a wolf shifter who hasn't caught on that I'm really his alpha. Dante, a brutal hunter who doesn't realize he's the one being hunted. Orion, a
playboy demigod who hates that all he wants now is me-and no one else. He'll be the hardest of all to break. The tables have turned and there's a monster loose in Fortune Academy (hell yeah, that's me, by the way). A year has passed on the outside, but it's only been a few short weeks for supernaturals who are ramping up for Fortune Academy's big exam. This is a test of our fortitude and our powers unlike any
we've had before. The Third Echo of Calamity is on its way to Earth and I need to be ready for it, which means I am going to need my Virtues on my side. I feel them in my soul and have never been more certain of anything in my life. I've called my Virtues to me, whether they are ready or not. They are mine. Fortune Academy: Year Two is the second book in an upper YA/NA paranormal academy series. The
heat kicks up in this Bully Reverse Harem Romance where there are five guys and no choosing required!
The true queen of Wonderland returns, but the battle for her crown and her kings is only just beginning.After a brief stint on Earth, Alex returns to Wonderland to find that far too much time has passed. Far too many lives have been lost, and her beloved kings are running out of options to save their world.The clock ticks, but Alex is a queen in pieces-her memories suddenly missing, her magic out of control, and
her head full of strange voices that make no sense.As the enemy marches against the last standing palace of Wonderland, Alex will have to find a way to put the pieces together and prepare for battle.But can she possibly defeat the sweeping darkness when dangerous lies are lurking everywhere-including in the depths of her own heart?
It turns out Persephone Bloodstone, the long lost heir to one of the five royal families of dark magic. Destined to learn how to manipulate the world with fear and to stand beside the four other scions: the scorching-hot, arrogant young men who rule this school. Unfortunately, having trouble locating my supposedly wicked skills. I don't want to use a power that feeds off people's pain, but I have to tap into my
talents fast if I want to survive. I've got no time to grieve for my family. The students here are even more vicious than the teachers, and my fellow scions are worst of all. The four of them crush anyone who doesn't kowtow. No way will I bow to any villain, no matter how brutally alluring. They can turn on the charm or tear me down, but they can't break me, even if I can barely get my magic working. They've
never met anyone like me before. I don't care about ruling. I just want to avenge the people I loved.
Yuan was born with an incurable illness that left him blind at a young age and crippled a few years later, rendering everything below his head useless. Deemed hopeless and irredeemable, his parents quickly gave up on him, and the world ignored him. In this dark and still world, his younger sister became his sole reason for living. Watch as this young man reaches for the apex as a genius in Cultivation Online,
the newest VRMMORPG, becoming a legendary figure in both worlds. --------------------- Disclaimer: The MC is extremely overpowered and talented but also naive/innocent at first due to his illness. If you cannot wait for character developments and dislike OP MCs, this is not your cup of tea. Furthermore, the 'Earth' in this novel is not the same Earth we are currently living on so do not use our common sense
for this novel. This is pure fantasy, after all. --------------------- My other novels: Dual Cultivation/ Inferior Cultivation System
Webnovel
Year Two
A Paranormal Reverse Harem Romance
Hopeless Magic
Captive of Wolves
Grave Mistakes
A Slow-burn Fantasy Romance

Note to my stupid cupid self: The next time I go and anchor myself to a hot covey, make sure those anchors aren't about to compete in a fight to the death. Yeah. Total downer. I have a body now and I don't intend to lose it. I also don't intend to lose the genfins that
I've grown so attached to. So it's time to return to the kingdom island and hope like hell that my guys make it through the royal trials of the culling. I also have to hope that the prince of the realm doesn't spot me. If he does, I'm pretty sure I have imprisonment and
torture to look forward to. But we can make it through this. I know we can. I'm at least 70% sure we can, anyway. Okay, maybe it's more like fifty-fifty. But after we do? Well, my to-do list is long, but convincing my genfins that they belong with me is pretty high up
there. So is dessert. And trying some fairy wine. And skinny dipping. Also sex. Lots and lots of sex. But mostly, I just want what I've always wanted--to have love of my own. Wings crossed that the genfins get on board with that plan. This cupid has her work cut out for
her. Author's note: This is the second book of the Heart Hassle Series, so there is a cliffhanger. Be warned. This is a reverse harem story and includes sexually explicit scenes and mature language. Intended for ages 18 years and older.
I've got it bad.I'm attracted to not one but all three of my new roommates.I thought senior year would be perfect with them in my new home and new school. It would be if I didn't have to listen to the endless train of women they bring home every night.I'm stuck watching
them have the time of their lives while I continue to be the good girl. That's me, Always Dependable Dee.And I'm sick of it.I should fight fire with fire, right?Wrong.One little mistake and my life is total hell. The rules of the house and the school are flipped upside
down. My once best friends are now my worst enemies.And I'm stuck living with them.Hate Me Like You Do is a new adult stand alone novel recommended for readers 18 and over. It's a tangled tale of friends to bullies to lovers to enemies romance. Basically, there's love,
there's hate, and so damn much angst.
Heaven and Hell are suddenly one and the same...The Bliss as they call it isn't a perfect nirvana. It's conniving and twisted torment waiting for me to fall into the councils claws at any moment.But I'm not sticking around to be their newest torment target. I've got my own
kingdom of doom to deal with. And saving the lives of those deliciously wicked men of mine is more important than the inevitable deadly chaos in all the realms.Spiteful Creatures is the final book of a sexy reverse harem series featuring creatures of heaven, hell, and all
the dark fae realms in between. This book contains MFM and MMF themes intended for readers 18 and over.Reading orderHellish FaeSinless DemonsSpiteful Creatures
Love is magical . . . and sometimes, that magic happens with multiple people-- at the same time.Falling Into Chaos is packed with reverse harem love stories twisted with a dash of the paranormal.In this collection, you'll be able to read:Fated by Blood (A Bloodlines
Trilogy Prequel) by Liz Knox Queen of the Pack by Courtney Lynn Rose Lillie of the Woods by Iris Sweetwater Pharaoh-mones by Kendra Moreno Nocturne: Survive the Night by Nikki Landis Hopless Untold by A.K. Koonce Moments by Kelly A. Walker Seven Souls by Nikki Hunter Into
the Storm by Lulu M. Slyvian Whether you enjoy the light and sweet magic that comes with true love or the hot and heavy lust of shifters and more, this anthology has something to appeal to your tastes.Because let's be honest, who doesn't like the idea of true love coming
from multiple forms? Especially those with divine, otherworldly appeal!
A Reverse Harem Bully Novel
Hell Kissed
Hellish Fae
A Rejected Mates Romance
The Price of Possession
Sara's memories and love for her Hounds are slowly rising to the surface. But can the newly reformed pack survive the fight against a new darkness? Each of Sara's Hounds have brought a piece of her back from the hopeless abyss she faced. Together, they share the depths of passion and forge an unbreakable bond. But secrets held close can threaten the strongest
of connections. While searching for the key to save Hell, each of the Hounds come face-to-face with the Dark Truth - a tricky hag with a nasty bite and a knowledge of each of their deepest secrets. When the pack members are forced to face their real truths, admitting them isn't just painful, it's terrifying. Traitorous. Damning. Will the Hounds survive being laid bare before
each other, or will the pack crumble under the strain and suffer the same fate looming over Hell's walls - Ultimate Destruction? This is a Reverse Harem Novel with graphic language, sexual content, and violence. Don't step into this world unless you want to play with the big boys. And yeah, they run in packs. All the Hell Hounds do. The Dark Truth is Book 2 in the first
trilogy of the Hell Hounds Harem series.
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Su Yang is a powerful Dual Cultivator who was imprisoned after he offended the Heavenly Emperor. His crime? He committed adultery with the Moon God’s wife, kidnapped the Dragon King’s younger sister, seduced the Divine Goddess, and he even tasted the forbidden fruit that is the Heavenly Emperor’s beloved daughter. Inside the prison, Su Yang meets a
mysterious old man who offers him a chance to leave this place, but that method requires him to experience reincarnation. In his new life, Su Yang swears to reunite with his partners and hold them in his embrace once again, all the while finding new ones along the way. ----------------------- Disclaimer: Dual Cultivation is a unique method of cultivation where a man and a
woman cultivates together by having sex. ----------------------- My other novels: Cultivation Online/ Hero's Carnage
Stuck working Sleepy Hollow's Oktoberfest in upstate NY wasn't much fun, until a trio of gorgeous blond vikings burst into my life. Sure they were wearing Halloween costumes, but why shouldn't that just add to the fun? Crisp autumn days. Cozy nights by the fire. Working the Halloween holiday season wasn't all bad, until my friend left me house-sitting a strange cottage
all alone, in a legendary old town. Enter my three handsome saviors, ripped and gorgeous, all fighting to rescue me at once. But when an impromptu kissing contest evolves into something so hot it turns me into a molten puddle? My lips aren't the only thing the guys are willing to share. But Soren and Tristan harbor a secret of their own, and their hilarious college
roommate Lucas is on board for anything. Running an old bed and breakfast on the far side of town, the guys need exactly the type of womanly help I'm willing to provide... provided they keep up their end of the bargain, which of course includes taking very good care of me. Three incredible men. One very willing beer-maid. No rules, no limits, no jealousy - just tons of
sizzling hot action peppered by so many twists and turns, not even the Headless Horseman could keep up! STEALING CANDY is a full-length reverse harem romance filled with pumpkin-spiced lattes, candy apples, trick or treating, and tons of Halloween autumn-style goodness. If you like cozy new adult holiday romance and sizzling jaunts through the old cemetery at
midnight? You just found your favorite new RH story. HEA Guaranteed!
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